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A B S T R A C T   

Ex situ and in situ synchrotron X-radiography study on Al-Cu-Zr alloys with addition of Al-5Ti-1B and TiCN 
nanoparticles (TiCNnp) were carried out at different cooling rates. Al-Zr alloy can be effectively refined by TiCNnp 
via Ultrasonic treatment as compared with Al-5Ti-1B which has Zr poisoning effect. The influence of cooling rate 
on the nucleation and growth of grains have been studied quantitatively. The results show that the grain size was 
decreased and the growth rate was increased with the increasing of cooling rate. At the same cooling rate, the 
grain size with addition of 0.5% TiCNnp was smaller than that with the same addition of Al-5Ti-1B. The blocking 
factor f of TiCNnp decreases with increasing cooling rate. Based on the free growth model, a new numerical 
model considering the growth restriction effect of nanoparticles was established. The growth of grain was 
inhibited by the combining effect of solute and nanoparticles. The growth rate of grain is reduced due to part of 
the solid/liquid interface coated by nanoparticles. The blocking factor f is linearly decreased with the coverage 
ratio ω which is proportional to the critical grain radius. The grain size decreases with increasing cooling rate and 
decreasing f . This study is especially beneficial for Al alloys that have poisoning phenomenon inoculated by 
traditional refiner.   

1. Introduction 

High-strength aluminum alloys containing trace amounts of Zr 
element are widely used in the aerospace field [1]. The addition of Zr 
element can form a fine and dispersed Al3Zr phase[2], which can reduce 
the quenching sensitivity of the Al alloy, inhibit recrystallization during 
heat treatment, increase the dislocation density, and improve the me-
chanical properties of the Al alloy[3]. The Zr-containing aluminum alloy 
can also effectively retain the small-angle grain boundaries obtained by 
processing deformation and improve the stress corrosion resistance of 
the Al alloy [4]. Therefore, adding a small amount of Zr element can 
comprehensively improve the strength, toughness and corrosion resis-
tance of the Al alloy [5]. 

However, traditional grain refiners such as Al-Ti-B [6] or Al-Ti-C [7] 
have poisoning phenomenon when refining Zr-containing aluminum 
alloys [8]. At present, The Zr poisoning theory is divided into two 

categories. One is that Zr deteriorates the nucleation potency of the 
nucleation sites[6]. The other is that Zr depletes the alloying elements 
reducing the restriction effect of grain growth [9,10]. The Synchrotron 
radiation X-radiography research [11] found that the degree of nucle-
ation undercooling and the grain growth velocity increased with addi-
tion of Zr. Zr poisoning is caused by the simultaneous increase in solute 
suppressed nucleation zone and the average interparticle spacing of the 
most potent TiB2 particles. Thus it is necessary to find a new refinement 
method for Zr-containing Al alloy. 

Recent studies have shown that commercial purity aluminum (CPAl) 
[12], Al-Cu [13] and Al-Si alloys[14–16] can be effectively refined by a 
small amount of TiCN nanoparticles (TiCNnp) which were dispersed into 
the matrix by high-energy ultrasound treatment. Chen et al. [17] added 
TiC0.7N0.3 nanoparticles with a volume fraction of 2% to the Al-20Bi 
alloy which were dispersed in the matrix after ultrasonic treatment. As 
a result, the size of the Bi phase was reduced from 821 μm to ~ 7.5 μm. 
Levi et al. [18] found that TiCNnp can refine the Mg2Si phase in Al-Mg-Si 
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alloys and proposed an irreversible adsorption model. Adding 2% vol-
ume fraction of TiCNnp can refine the grain size of CPAl to 138 μm [19], 
and the hardness, strength and plasticity of the material have been 
greatly improved.[20] 

The effects of TiCNnp added to Al melts have opened a new field of 
grain refinement.[21] On the one hand, TiCNnp is a potency nucleation 
site for α-Al which has an orientation relationship of (111)Al[011]Al// 
(111)NP[011]NP analyzed by high resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy.[12] On the other hand, nanoparticles are attached to the 
surface of the crystal grains in a very short time [17], which hinders the 
migration of solute elements at the interface. As the crystal grows, the 
nanoparticles are moved and accumulated on the solid/liquid (S/L) 
interface, reducing the growth of crystal grains. This allows the melt to 
form a large degree of undercooling, thereby inducing more nucleation 
behavior. 

However, the hypothesis that TiCNnp wraps on the surface of crystal 
grains to inhibit growth is only an post-mortem research. There is a lack 
of real-time solidification process research, and the accuracy of the 
theoretical model needs to be further verified. The in situ synchrotron 
radiation observation of the solidification of metals has a history of more 
than 20 years [22–24]. With the increase of the energy of the light 
source and the advancement of the equipment, it has better spatial and 
temporal resolution. At the same time, image processing methods for 
imaging experimental data are also advancing with the times[25], 
which can quantitatively calculate nucleation rate[26,27], nucleation 
undercooling[28], solute concentration[29], solid phase thickness[30] 
and nanoparticles on dendritic grain growth[31,32]. Al-Cu alloys added 
with TiC nanoparticles were investigated by in situ X-radiography[33] 
which found that the TiC nanoparticles promoted heterogeneous 
nucleation of α-Al. The machine learning algorithm is applied to the 
processing of experimental data, which can fully track the nucleation 
and growth process of all crystal grains[34]. 

As Al alloy containing Zr cannot be refined by traditional grain 
refiner, the aim is to find a new refinement method by nanoparticles and 
reveal the mechanism. In the current study, ex situ and in situ syn-
chrotron X-radiography technique were adopted to research the growth 
restriction effect of TiCNnp on Al-Zr alloys. The influence of cooling rate 
on the nucleation and growth of grains of Al-Cu-Zr alloys with addition 
of Al-Ti-B and TiCNnp have been quantitatively studied. With the 
blocking factor f obtained from the in situ experiments, a new numerical 

model considering the growth restriction effect of nanoparticle has been 
established based on free growth model. 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Raw materials 

The raw materials are CPAl (99.6%, all compositions are in weight 
percent unless specified.), high purity Cu (99.9%), Al-10Zr (99.5%) 
master alloy and TiC0.5N0.5 nanoparticles (99%). The size distribution of 
TiCNnp was determined from image analysis of scanning electron mi-
crographs. More than 4000 TiCNnp were measured for obtaining the size 
distribution[35]. It was well fitted by a lognormal function as shown in 
Fig. 1(a). 

N(d) =
N0∙Δd
σd

̅̅̅̅̅
2π

√ exp(−
(ln(d) − ln(d0))

2

2σ2 ) [1] 

Where N(d) is the number of nanoparticles with a diameter between 
d and d+Δd . N0 is the total number of TiCNnp, d0 is the geometric mean 
value of the distribution, which is 78.2 nm, and σ is the geometric 
standard deviation, which is 0.444. 

2.2. Grain refinement tests 

Grain refinement experiments were carried out on Al-0.2Zr alloy 
with addition of 0.2% Al-Ti-B master alloy(99.5%) and 0.5% TiCNnp 
using the Reynolds standard golf T-mold method[35]. CPAl and Al-Zr 
alloy which placed in an alumina crucible melted in a resistance 
furnace, while Ar gas is introduced into the crucible to reduce oxidation. 
After holding at 750 ◦C for 10 min, TiCNnp which was preheated at 
300 ◦C for 2 h and wrapped in Al foil was added into the melt. The ul-
trasonic treatment promotes the dispersion of TiCNnp as shown in Fig. 1 
(c). The ultrasonic frequency is 20KHz, power is 1500 W, and the time is 
5 min. The melt was cast into a Reynolds standard golf T-mold after 
ultrasonic treatment. 

After the sample was polished and corroded by Keller reagent, the 
metallographic structure was observed with an optical microscope, and 
the grain size was measured by the linear intercept method. The field 
emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) with energy dispersive 
spectrometry (EDS) was used to observe the microstructure of the 

Nomenclature 

f the blocking factor 
ΔTfg the free growth undercooling (K) 
σ the solid–liquid interfacial energy (J/m2) 
ΔSv the entropy of fusion per unit volume (J/(K⋅m3)) 
d the nanoparticle diameter (nm) 
Q the growth restriction factor (K) 
m the liquidus slope (K/wt.%) 
k the equilibrium partition coefficient 
C0 the solute concentration (wt.%) 
r the radius of spherical grain (μm) 
ΔT the total undercooling (K) 
ΔTc the curvature undercooling (K) 
t time (s) 
Ds the solute diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
λs obtained by S 
S a constant related to the undercooling 
V the growth rate of spherical grains (μm/s) 
dr the radius of spherical grain interval (μm) 
dt the time interval (s) 

R the cooling rate of the melt (K/s) 
Tn the melt temperature at nth time interval (K) 
N the total number of grains 
N(d) the size distribution function of TiCNnp 
Nn TiCNnp participating in nucleation in the nth time interval 
q(i,n) the latent heat released in the ith time interval (J) 
ΔHV the latent heat of solidification per unit volume (J/m3) 
Qn the whole latent heat (J) 
CpV the specific heat of the melt per unit volume (J/mm3) 
N0 the total number of TiCNnp 
d0 the geometric mean of the distribution (μm) 
Δd the particle diameter interval (μm) 
V the volume of FOV (μm3) 
vnp the growth rate with addition of TiCNnp (μm/s) 
vgr the growth rate with addition of Al-5Ti-1B (μm/s) 
ω the coverage ratio of TiCNnp 
a,b constant 
Pv the volume percent of TiCNnp 
rg the radius of growing grain (μm)  
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sample and the size distribution of TiCNnp. The composition was 
analyzed by inductively coupled emission spectrometer (ICP). 

2.3. In situ X-radiography experiments 

Al-Cu alloy system has smaller distribution coefficient and larger 
atomic number difference between Al and Cu element, thus it has good 
solid–liquid imaging contrast. In order to minimize the effects of con-
vection and grains motion, we chose Al-13%Cu-0.2%Zr alloy as the base 
alloy, which has a slightly difference in the densities of solid phase and 
bulk melt. Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloys with addition of 0.5% Al-5Ti-1B and 
0.5% TiCNnp were prepared by ultrasonic treatment as mentioned in 
part 2.2. The as-cast ingots were cut into thin slices of 15 mm × 10 
mm×~0.22 mm with the surface polished. The details were in our 
previous reports [11,28,30,36,37]. 

The in situ synchrotron X-radiography experiments were carried out 
on beamline BL13W1[38] at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Fa-
cility (SSRF). Detailed X-radiography parameters are listed in Table 1. 
The incident monochromatic X-ray energy was calibrated as 18 keV, and 
the distance between the sample and the CCD was 20 cm to obtain the 
best absorption contrast for the chosen alloy system. The images were 
recorded by the CCD camera at a rate of 1 frame/s. A spatial field-of- 
view (FOV) of 4225 μm × 4225 μm with a pixel size of 3.25 μm was 
obtained after image processing. The volume of the FOV is calculated by 
multiplying the thickness and area of each sample. The sample was 
cooling down at different rates (0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 K/s). The furnace 
was operated in the near-isothermal mode with the two heaters cooling 
at the same rate simultaneously. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Grain refinement results 

Fig. 2 shows the macrographs sectioned at 51 cm above the base of 
Al-0.2Zr alloy under Reynolds standard golf Tee mold condition. The 
grain size of CPAl refined by 0.1% Al-5Ti-1B is about 175 μm as reported 
by Wang et al[6]. However, the grain obviously becomes coarse after 
adding 0.2% Zr to the CPAl due to Zr poisoning effect as shown in Fig. 2 
(a). Fig. 2(b) shows a fine and fully equiaxed grain structure of Al-0.2Zr 
alloy refined by 0.5% TiCNnp. The optical microstructures are shown in 

Fig. 2(c) and 2(d). More than 10 microstructure pictures are measured 
by equivalent area diameter method to obtain the average grain size of 
each sample. The average grain size of Al-0.2Zr alloy is 682 μm with 
addition of 0.5% Al-5Ti-1B and 97 μm with addition of 0.5% TiCNnp. 
This suggests that TiCNnp can effectively overcome the effect of Zr 
poisoning. 

The SEM results of Al-0.2Zr alloy with addition of 0.5% TiCNnp show 
in Fig. 3. It can be confirmed from the EDS result of spectrum 1 that the 
particles inside the grain are TiCNnp. The Ti mapping indicates the 
distribution of TiCNnp, given that the EDS detector fail to detect the light 
elements such as C and N[15]. As shown in Fig. 3(a), a small number of 
TiCNnp was dispersed intra-granular and a majority of TiCNnp was 
agglomerated along the grain boundaries. The width of the TiCNnp on 
the grain boundaries was several hundred nanometers. 

3.2. X-radiography results 

Fig. 4 shows the image sequences of in situ X-radiography experi-
ments of Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloys with addition of 0.5% Al-Ti-B at different 
cooling rates (0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 K/s). The origin time set to be the 
first appearance of the grain. Supplementary videos of the experiments 
at the cooling rate of 0.2 K/s are available on line. After image pro-
cessing, the grains with a low solute concentration appear in blue, 
because of the low absorption of X-ray. With the growth up of the grains, 
more solute is expelled into the liquid phase. Thus the liquid phase with 
a high solute concentration appears in red. As the cooling rate increases, 
more grains appear in the FOV. The grains number in the FOV is 174, 
301, 396, 492 and 683 at cooling rates of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 K/s 
respectively. Thus the grain size can be calculated from Eq. [2], which is 
339, 282, 258, 240 and 218 μm respectively. 

d = (
6V
πN

)
1/3 [2] 

Where V is the volume of the FOV, and N is the total grains in the 
FOV. 

Fig. 5 shows the image sequences of Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloys with 
addition of 0.5% TiCNnp at different cooling rates (0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 
1.5 K/s). The number of grains also increases with the increasing of 
cooling rate. At the same cooling rate, the grain size was obviously 
smaller than that of Al-5Ti-1B. The grains number in the FOV is 401, 
535, 761, 1082 and 1511 at cooling rates of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 K/s 
respectively. Thus the grain size is 256, 233, 207, 184 and 142 μm 
calculated from Eq. [2] respectively. 

In order to investigate the effect of TiCNnp on the growth of grains, 
two grains were chosen from each X-radiography experiments for 
analysis. The criteria for selection were that the grain was stationary in 
favor of statistics and initially isolated from the surrounding grains. In 

Fig. 1. (a) Size distribution of TiCNnp; (b)SEM microstructure of TiCNnp; (c) The illustration of ultrasonic treatment.  

Table 1 
The setup of X-radiography experiment.  

Energy (keV) Pixel size (μm) Temporal resolution (Hz) FOV (mm2) 

18  3.25 1 4.225 × 4.225  
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addition, the influence of gravity can be ignored. The grain growth is 
nearly spherical as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Thus the grain growth rate 
can be calculated by the variation in the radius with time. The time 

evolution of radii with addition of Al-5Ti-1B and TiCNnp at different 
cooling rates is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the spatial resolution limitation, 
the grains had grown to about 20 μm in diameter by the time they 

Fig. 2. Macrographs and optical microstructures of Al-0.2Zr alloy solidified in the T-mold. (a)&(c) Addition of 0.5% Al-5Ti-1B; (b)&(d) Addition of 0.5% TiCNnp.  

Fig. 3. (a)&(d) SEM micrographs of Al-0.2Zr refined by 0.5% TiCNnp; (b) Al mapping; (c) Ti mapping; (e) Spectrum 1; (f) Atomic percent of spectrum 1.  
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became measurable and the error was about ± 10 μm. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study the blocking effect of 

nanoparticle. At the same cooling rate, the rate of heat released to the 
outside is the same. As the DSC curve shown in Fig. 7, the temperature at 
the beginning of the solidification of Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloy with addition 
of Al-5Ti-1B and TiCNnp is 622.89℃ and 623.02℃ respectively. The 
difference is only 0.13℃. Thus we assume the driving force for the grain 
growth is the same with addition of Al-5Ti-1B and TiCNnp. As the free Ti 
in the melt is only 0.014 wt% with addition of 0.5% Al-5Ti-1B. 

Comparing with the Q of Cu which is 38 K, the Q of Ti is less than 1 
K. So we assume the growth restriction effect by the solute is the same 
with addition of Al-5Ti-1B and TiCNnp. With addition of 0.5 wt% Al-5Ti- 
1B, the volume percent of TiB2 in the melt is less than 0.01%. As a 
comparison, the volume percent of TiCNnp is 0.164%. Thus the blocking 
of S/L interface growth by TiB2 can be ignored. The main difference is 
the presence of nanoparticles ahead the S/L interface with addition of 
TiCNnp. 

So the blocking factor f by TiCNnp can be defined by the growth rate 

Fig. 4. Image sequences of Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloys with addition of 0.5% Al-5Ti-1B at different cooling rates. (a) 0.2 K/s; (b) 0.3 K/s; (c) 0.5 K/s; (d) 1 K/s; (e) 1.5 K/s.  
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vnp with addition of TiCNnp dividing the growth rate vgr with addition of 
Al-5Ti-1B, i.e, f = vnp/vgr . As shown in Table 2, the average growth rates 
of radius at cooling rates of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5 K/s are 8.3, 11.03, 13.78, 
15.44, 17.41 μm/s with addition of Al-Ti-B and 4.55, 6.79, 9.05, 11.07, 
13.2 μm/s with addition of TiCNnp respectively (Table 2). Thus, f is 
0.547, 0.615, 0.657, 0.717 and 0.758 at cooling rates of 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 
and 1.5 K/s respectively. This indicates that the blocking factor of 
TiCNnp decreases with increasing of cooling rate. 

4. Modeling of growth restriction effect of nanoparticle 

Wang et al. [12] studied the Al/TiCNnp interface using HRTEM. 
There had good lattice matching between Al matrix and TiCNnp. The 
orientation relationship is (111)Al[011]Al//(111)NP[011]NP with a lat-
tice misfit of 5.5%. If the misfit is less than 10%, an orientation rela-
tionship exists according to the edge to edge model [39]. This indicates 
that TiCNnp is high potency nucleation sites for Al. The adsorption model 

Fig. 5. Image sequences of Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloys with addition of 0.5% TiCNnp at different cooling rates. (a) 0.2 K/s; (b) 0.3 K/s; (c) 0.5 K/s; (d) 1 K/s; (e) 1.5 K/s.  
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may be appropriate with such potent nucleation[40]. So we assume that 
the free growth condition determines the nucleation of Al on 
TiCNnp[41]. The nucleation undercooling ΔTfg on a TiCN nanoparticle 
with diameter d is: 

ΔTfg =
4σ

ΔSV d
[3] 

Where σ = 158× 10-3 J/m2 is the S/L interfacial energy, and ΔSv =

1.112 × 106 J/(Km3) [41] is the entropy of fusion per unit volume. We 

assume that the melt is spatially isothermal for this small amount of 
alloy. 

Growth restriction factor Q by the solute is defined by: 

Q = mC0(k − 1) [4] 

Where m is the liquidus slope, k is the equilibrium partition coeffi-
cient, C0 is the solute concentration.[42] Those parameters of Cu are 
listed in Table 3, so the Q is 38 K in this study. The influence of Zr to Q is 
neglected. The free Ti in the melt is only 0.014 wt% with addition of 

Fig. 6. Time evolution of the radius of grains at different cooling rates.  
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0.5% Al-5Ti-1B. Thus the growth restriction factor Q and the influence 
to solute diffusion coefficient Ds by Ti can be neglected. 

The grains shape can be taken to be spherical at early stage of so-
lidification as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. When a spherical crystal[44] 
grows to a radius r , the curvature undercooling ΔTc is: 

ΔTc =
2σ

ΔSV × r
[5] 

The spherical radius r has the following relationship with the time t 
in isothermal melt [45,46]: 

r = λs(Dst)1/2 [6] 

Where Ds = 4.65 × 10− 9m2/s is the solute diffusion coefficient of Cu 
in the Aluminum melt [41]. λs can be obtained by: 

λs =

(
− S
2π1

2

)

+

(
S2

4π − S
)1

2

[7] 

S is given by[47]: 

S =
2ΔTc

(k − 1)ΔTc + Q
[8] 

The growth rate vgr of a spherical grain can be obtained by differ-
entiating Eq. [6] with respect to time: 

vgr =
dr
dt

=
λ2

s Ds

2r
[9] 

In the conventional grain refinement, the growth restriction is only 

by solute. However, the growth of grain is also restricted by the nano-
particles after the addition of TiCNnp. As there have nanoparticles in the 
melt, the interface migration could be pinned by TiCNnp. So we should 
consider the blocking factor f by TiCNnp. The blocking factor f defined 
by: 

f = vnp/vgr [10] 

Where vnp is the growth rate of grain with addition of TiCNnp and vgr 

is that without TiCNnp. f at different cooling rates had been obtained 
from in situ X-radiography experiments as shown in Table 2. 

Thus the growth rate vnp with addition of TiCNnp can be obtained by: 

vnp = f ∙vgr = f∙
λ2

s Ds

2r
[11] 

The numerical calculation is performed by dividing time into a series 
of steps. The cooling rate is R , the time step duration dt is set to be 0.001 
s. Before the beginning of solidification: 

Tn+1 = Tn − R*dt [12] 

As the temperature decreases, nucleation begins on the largest 
nanoparticle. The size distribution of TiCNnp is lognormal function N(d)
as shown in Fig. 1(a). In time increment dt , the diameter of TiCNnp 
participating in nucleation decreases from dn to dn+1 . The number Nn of 
nanoparticles participating in nucleation in the nth time interval is: 

Nn = N(d)*(dn − dn+1) [13] 

When one grain which is nucleated in the ith time interval grows to 
the nth time interval, the radius r(i,n) is obtained by: 

r(i,n) = r(i,n− 1) + vnp,(i,n− 1)*dt(1 ≤ i ≤ n) [14] 

In the nth time increment, the latent heat q(i,n) which is released by 
the grains nucleated in the ith increment is: 

q(i,n) = Ni*4πr2
(i,n− 1)

[
r(i,n) − r(i,n− 1)

]
ΔHV(1 ≤ i ≤ n) [15] 

where ΔHV = 9.5 × 108J/m3 is the latent heat of solidification per 
unit volume. [41] 

The whole latent heat Qn which is released in the nth time increment 
is: 

Qn =
∑n

i=1
q(i,n) [16] 

The melt temperature in the next time increment is then given by: 

Tn+1 = Tn − R*dt +
Qn

CpV
[17] 

where CpV = 2.58 × 106J/(Km3) is the specific heat of the melt per 
unit volume.[41] 

When the latent heat released equals to the external heat extraction, 
the melt temperature stops decreasing and further grain nucleation is 
stifled. Then no new nanoparticles participate in nucleation and the 
calculation is over. The total number N of grains is all of the nano-
particles participating in the nucleation.[48] 

N =
∑n

i=1
Nn [18] 

The average diameter d of grains can be calculated by: 

d = (
0.5
N
)

1/3 [19] 

The calculations were implemented in Matlab. The grain size at 
different cooling rates was plotted in Fig. 8. The calculation considering 
blocking factor f by TiCNnp is well consistent with the experimental 
results. Without considering the blocking factor f , the calculated grain 
sizes are larger than the experimental results. The growth rate of the 
grain will be faster without the blocking of TiCNnp. This results in the 
faster releasing of latent heat and lower undercooling at recalescence. 

Fig. 7. DSC results of Al-13Cu-0.2Zr alloys with addition of Al-Ti-B and TiCNnp.  

Table 2 
The average growth rates of grains and blocking factor f at different cooling 
rates  

Cooling rate (K/s) 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.5 

vnp (μm/s)   4.55  6.79  9.05  11.07  13.2 
vgr (μm/s)   8.3  11.03  13.78  15.44  17.41 
f   0.547  0.615  0.657  0.717  0.758  

Table 3 
The parameters of Cu used in the calculation  

Element m (K wt.%-1)[43] k [43] C0 (wt.%)  Q (K) 

Cu − 3.4  0.14 13 38  
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Thus less nucleation has been activated and the grain size will be 
coarser. 

5. Discussion 

Engulfment of TiCNnp by S/L interface happens above a critical 
interface velocity that is inversely proportional to particle diameter[49]. 
The critical velocity would be 1.4 × 10-1 m/s for the TiCNnp diameter of 
78.2 nm in this work. As shown in our in situ X-radiography results, the 
S/L interface velocity is ~ 10 × 10-6 m/s, which is four orders of 
magnitude lower than the critical velocity. This indicates that the 
TiCNnp would be pushed by the interface. As analyzed by Greer[21], 
Brownian motion of TiCNnp is not significant in bring them to the S/L 
interface in the Al melt. The nanoparticles cannot be spontaneously 
absorbed by the interface. So we also assume that the nanoparticles are 
pushed by the growing grain and accumulate at the interface when they 
meet as shown in Fig. 9. Part of the interface may be coated by nano-
particles, but not the entire interface is wrapped with a layer of nano-
particles. The advancing speed of S/L interface would be retarded by 
nanoparticles. The coverage ratio ω of TiCNnp on the growing grains 
surface can be calculated by: 

ω =

4
3 πr3

g*Pv

4
3 π

(

d
2

)3 *π
(

d
2

)2

4πr2
g

=
rg*Pv

2d
[20] 

Where rg is the radius of growing grain, Pv is the volume percent and 
d is the average diameter of TiCNnp. As Pv and d are constant at the same 
addition level of TiCNnp, the coverage ratio ω is proportional to the 
critical grain radius. The critical grain radius is the radius when reca-
lescence happened. After recalescence, the melt temperature stops 
decreasing. There is no new nucleation occurred in the melt and the 
number density of the grains will not increase. 

Taking the weight percent of Ti is 0.26% analyzed by ICP in this 
study and the density of TiC0.5N0.5 to be 4775 kg/m3, we calculate that 
the weight percent of TiC0.5N0.5 is 0.33 wt% and the volume percent Pv is 
0.164 vol%. The average diameter of TiCNnp is 78.2 nm in this study. 
Thus: 

ω =
rg*Pv

2d
= 1.05%*rg(μm) [21] 

At different cooling rates, the critical radius can be calculated from 
the model as the red line shown in Fig. 10. Then we can determine the 
coverage ratio of TiCNnp at different cooling rates from Eq. [20]. At high 
cooling rate, there are more grains resulting in smaller critical radius. So 
the coverage ratio ω of TiCNnp decreases with cooling rate. The coverage 
ratio ω and blocking factor f of TiCNnp are well fitted by a linear rela-
tionship as shown in Fig. 11(a). 

f = a+ b*ω [22] 

Where a and b are constant related to the experimental condition, 
which are 1.3 and − 0.038 in this study. When more nanoparticles 
accumulate at the S/L interface (larger ω), the blocking effect is better 
(smaller f). So the blocking effect of TiCNnp is linearly increased with the 
coverage ratio on the surface of the growing grain. As predicted by Greer 
[21], the growth inhibiting effect of nanoparticles is weakened at higher 
cooling rates in the same addition level. One reason is that faster 
migration of S/L interface favors the engulfment of nanoparticles. 
Another more important reason is that the smaller critical radius at 
higher solidification rate results in fewer TiCNnp accumulating at the S/L 
interface. The effect of cooling rate and blocking factor f on grain size 
shows in Fig. 11(b). Generally, the grain size decreases with increasing 
of cooling rate and decreasing of f . More nanoparticles wrapped on the 
surface of the growing grains and faster cooling rates will results in finer 
grain size. 

The ultrafine grain structure will exhibit extraordinary properties. 

Fig. 8. Grain size of experiments with addition of TiCNnp and calculation 
considering blocking factor f at different cooling rates. 

Fig. 9. Schematic of the TiCNnp accumulated at the S/L interface.  
Fig. 10. The critical radius of growing grain and coverage ratio of TiCNnp 
before recalescence at different cooling rates. 
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With high volume fraction of nanoparticles, the coverage ratio ω is 
linearly increasing from Eq. 20. The growth restriction effect by nano-
particles would be especially remarkable. Our calculation shows that the 
grain size can be refined to tens of microns by combining effect of solute 
and nanoparticles under the slow cooling rate (less than 3.5 K/s). As 
reported by Cao et al.[50], metal grains size can be refined to nanoscale 
by high volume percent nanoparticles dispersion in bulk via special 
method during slow cooling. As shown in Fig. 2, Al-Zr alloy can be 
obviously refined by TiCNnp without poisoning. This is especially 
beneficial for Aluminum alloys that have poisoning effect inoculated by 
traditional refiner such as Al-Zr[6], Al-Si[51] and Al-Sc[52]. 

6. Conclusions 

In order to overcome the poisoning effect of Al-Cu-Zr alloy inocu-
lated by Al-5Ti-1B, TiCN nanoparticles were used as grain refiner. In situ 
X-radiography observation and numerical modeling were adopted to 
investigate the refinement mechanism of TiCNnp. The obtained conclu-
sions are as follows:  

(1) Al-Zr alloys with addition of Al-Ti-B and TiCNnp were studied. 
The grain size can be effectively refined by TiCNnp via ultrasonic 
treatment as compared with Al-5Ti-1B which has poisoning 
phenomenon. A small number of TiCNnp was dispersed inside the 
grain and a majority of TiCNnp was agglomerated along the grain 
boundaries. 

(2) The effect of Al-Ti-B and TiCNnp on Al-Cu-Zr alloy were investi-
gated by in situ synchrotron X-radiography at different cooling 
rates. The grain size was decreased and the growth rate was 
increased with the increasing of cooling rate. At the same cooling 
rate, the grain size with addition of 0.5% TiCNnp was smaller than 
the addition of 0.5% Al-5Ti-1B. The blocking factor f of TiCNnp 
decreases with increasing cooling rate. 

(3) A new model considering the growth restriction effect of nano-
particles was established. The growth of grain was restricted by 
the combining effect of solute and nanoparticles. Nanoparticles 
accumulated at the S/L interface when they met. The blocking 
factor f of nanoparticles is linearly decreased with coverage ratio 
ω which is proportional to the critical grain radius. The grain size 
decreases with increasing cooling rate and decreasing f . 
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